Recently a new statistical methodology developed over the last 3 decades, has become available to practitioners. Thispethodology is -called "ranking and selection'o theory. In this article we review procedures for completely ranking a set of populations (from best", second best , etc., down to worsth, givenew tables needed to implement these procedures, and considerseveral practical examples using real data.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1954 (Bechhofer (1954) ) a new statistical methodology has been developing. This methodology is called "ranking and selection" theory, and has recently become accessible to practitioners (Gibbons, Olkin, and Sobel (1977) , Dudewicz (1980) ).
In this section we review the problem of completely ranking a set of populaticns (from "best", "second best", etc., down to "worst"). New tables needed to implement these procedures are given in Section 5, with a discussion of their construction in Section 3. Practical examples using real data are analyzed in Section 4. These examples should aid researchers in many fields in proper use of this new methodology. 
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PPF FORMULATION
In the setting considered above, another requirement is often desired by experimenters : that they be 1OOP: % sure the ranking they ultimately state is correct up to interchanges of populations whose true means differ by 6:-or less. Thus, the Prefarred PnPucticr Formulation (PPF) of the complete ranking problem has,as its goalstatement of a complete ranking of the populations in such a way that
for all possible parameter configurations, where P:: (/k! < P:: < I) is specified in advance by the experimenter and event "CR" is considered to occur if the order specified is correct or can be made correct by one or more interchanges of assertions involving populations whose true means differ by at most 6" (6 > 0).
with this new definition of event CR. Thus the following procedure achieves the goal.
PROCEDURE T (CR -PPF).
Choose 5 ..
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and proceed according to procedure DDT (CR-IZ).
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CONSTRUCTION OF TABLES FOR TDD (CR-IZ) AND DD (CR-PPF)
In order to tabulate h which solves equation (8) 
2
; 7 x 10 , has been found to have good properties in extensive testing by Dudewicz and Ralley (1981) . Then SIMUL reports the proportion of the 10,000 samples where a completely correct ranking was achieved, in the sense that
These computer runs were preceded by a Monte Carlo tabulation of P(CR)
as a function of h -0.0 (0.1) 5.1, from which intervals in which the true root of (8) The tables also include values of h for the case n 0 (used when one knows the variances o the populations), calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation procedure similar to the one described above but with use of standard normal random variables instead of Student's -t random variables.
In the latter case the pseudo-random numbers were generated using generator RANDOM. These values also facilitate interpolation for n > 30. 
ACCURACY ANALYSIS
A number of checks of accuracy of the computations were carried out, and will now be described briefly. A P(CR) computation using the procedure described above is accurate (with 95 % probability) to within + 2 . IP(1-P-)/10,000, tabulated in Table 1 . Now, as a first check, when h -0.0 we know theoretically (from (8)) that P(CR) -1/k!, which was (within the Table I accuracies of the Monte Carlo) confirmed in our tabulation of P(CR) as a function of h -0.0(0.1) 5.1.(E.g., when k-2 and n 0 s25 we found P(CR) s .4967, which is within .01 of the true value .5000.) As a second check, when k-2 the problem of a complete ranking is equivalent to the problem of selLting the best (since then the population not selceted must be inferior if the selection of the best has been correctly made). For this latter problem, Dudewicz, Ramberg, and Chen (1975) have tabulated h in their Finaliy, our tables should be monotone increasing in k and P::, and monotone decreasing in no. This is fulfilled except for the monctonicity in n 0 where in one case h 2 Ok(P'-) < h25,k(P::) and in 5 cases h 2 5 ,k(P-) < h 3 0,k(P:). This however can be explained from the accuracy analysis and the flatness of the curve h(n 0 ) near larger values of n o .
To illustrate the accuracy of the tables as presented, let us consider the entry h -2.06 when k -4, no . 15, P: -.75.
Here the pinch process yielded the results : confirmation is available from Dudewicz, Ramberg, and Chen (1975) ). It indicated an absolute error in tabled values of usually 4 5 or 6 units in the last place reported, when n 0 > 3. (At n 0 -2 the entries can possibly be subject to much greater errors, but this is not of substantial interest as n 0 10 is the usual case for practical use.) As our results for the case k -2 were in fact much better than these rough bounds would suggest, we believe these tables are of such accuracy as can be safely used in practice, and do not expect inaccuracy to exceed 5 units in the last place reported.
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from the three respective populations. Since we are constrained to n I < 27, n 2 C 17, n 3 < 18, we choose 6:' as small as possible (the strongest resulting guarantee) without violating these constraints.
Thus, from (3) we find 5:: -17.80 seconds, which yields n 1 = 27, n 2 -17, n 3 -17.
Solving for the a.. 's in display (6) we find for population 1 (7 year olds),
13]
taking a = a 1,1 Belgium so as to be able to advise farmers in the region of optimal varieties of agricultural products.
In the 1979/80 season at the "Veredelingsstation Heverlee" experiments were run on 3 varieties of Winterwheat with two sets of treatments (with fertilizers and without fertilizers "). Thus we have two sets of k -3 populations each of which we wish to rank separately on yield from best, second best, to worst. The yields are put on a kg/m 2 basis as plots are of varying sizes, i.e. either 15.12 or 11.34 m 2 (but each plot received 300 seeds/m 2). The data obtained are given in Table 4 below.
(Thanks for this dataset are due to ir. J. Niclaes and Dr.
L. Kempeneers of the Veredelingsstation.)
With the choice of n 0 -15 observations, we are interested in the following questions. .053
In order to take only one more observation in each group, it follows from (3) that we have to look for the largest possible h value such that of Section 5) we found that P--.8340 can be guaranteed of a fully correct ordering in the PPF formulation. Similarly, in the case of treatments with fertilizer P:: = .8531 can be guaranteed, assuming 16 observations for each population are available.
Moreover, in cases of no fertilizer, analysis based on the procedure described in Section 2 implies that one can be 83.40 % sure that a ranking where variety 2 gives most yield, variety I second most, and variety 3 least, is correct up to interchanges of the varieties whose true means differ by 6 -= 300 kg/ha -.03 kg/m 2 or less.
In the cases of fertilizer no such conclusion can be made because of the missing 16th observation for variety 2 (though a similar analysis could be made using n. a 14). Procedures for analysis of the data of example 2 supplemented with data from other locations as well are currently under development.
TABLES NEEDED FOR IMPLEMENTATION
